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Exposure to National television (2021~22)

Exposure to Meat Industry Newspapers (2023)

Going to talk to Japan Meat Market Wholesaler’s
Association this month!
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Key stakeholders



What JP government need to 
do for us to sell cultivated food 
in Japan

1) MHLW need to create safety 
check protocol 

2) MHLW and others need to 
discuss whether we need 
regulatory framework and 
jurisdiction 

3) Import/export and labeling 
rules will be prepared 

4) Any form of official 
announcement to allow 
selling products 

5) MAFF and METI to promote 
the industry 



Our ongoing projects are

①Support safety check 
protocol creation of MHLW

②Policy recommendation 
about the regulatory 
framework 

③Preparation of guideline 

④Advice METI about the 
strategy of promoting Cell Ag 
industry  



①Support safety check protocol 
creation of MHLW

Collecting safety-related information 
is pretty important for MHLW to 
proceed ①, however, they avoids 
direct dialogue with developers by 
excusing that “there are lack of 
consensus in the industry [about 
safety measures, etc.] and it’s too 
resource consuming for us to 
manage all the communications with 
developers”.

We tried many types of 
communications to encourage 
MHLW to start dialogue with 
developers, but they avoided them 
by various reasons →



MHLW would also like to know (1) 
what manufacturing 
processes/ingredients/hazards/risk 
management measures are common 
across developers and (2) logic 
behind the reason why each company 
think their products are safe to eat

①Support safety check 
protocol creation of MHLW

Since MHLW blocks the option 
of developers directly 
communicating with MHLW, 

JACA is trying to collect 
information of how each 
company understands that 
their product is safe, and 
submit it as Safety Report. 

There are some requirements 
that MHLW gave or implied for 
us to cover in the safety 
information report→.

We will publicly announce that 
we submitted enough 
information at maximum effort 
so that MHLW cannot excuse 
any more about the lack of info



②Policy recommendation 
about the regulatory 
framework 

We drafted policy 
recommendations →

Case studies

List of corporate 
names that support 
the 
recommendation

Proposals
(Next page) 

Logics behind 
each proposals



②Policy recommendation 
about the regulatory 
framework 



②Policy recommendation 
about the regulatory 
framework 

We will make use of the wide 
network in Japan to push the 
recommendation forward 
through Politicians, JACA 
members corporates, and 
collaborative partner 
organizations.

The recommendation will be 
also used as the 
harmonization guideline of 
each JACA member’s 
communication strategy with 
the JP government.

Collaborating organizations

Politicians



Proposals – screenshot time  
Proposal to MHLW
I. As part of the transfer of food safety responsibilities from the Pharmaceutical and Food Safety Bureau of the Ministry of Health, Labour and 

Welfare to the Consumer Affairs Agency, the urgent task is to include discussions on the safety of cell-based foods as a handover item.
II. For companies considering the market release of cell-based foods, establish a pre-consultation point (a window for individual information 

confirmation in a simulated review process) and build a system to accept the latest technological information from companies developing 
cell-based foods (even from overseas companies)

III. Establish a relevant / resource-rich team for considering crucial matters in the cell agriculture industry
IV. Deepen the discussion on safety check process for cell-based foods.
V. By the winter of 2024, provide a template for companies to organize matters necessary for the sale or sampling of cell-based foods in the 

form of "guidelines" or similar resources.

Proposal to MAFF, METI, MHLW, MOF
I. Enhance collaboration between government ministries and agencies (e.g., by establishing communication councils across relevant ministries 

and agencies) to share information about technological prospects and societal impacts of cell agriculture, as well as the status of policy 
development in each ministry.

II. Further delve into the classification and labeling standards of cell-based foods, and clarify the national policies and progress status to 
consumers / corporates 

III. Begin discussions on the framework for import and export, including the manufacturing and sale of cell-based foods domestically, and clarify 
progress and points of consideration

Proposal to MAFF and METI
I. Accelerate discussions on the arrangement of rights for producers of ingredients when cellular components of premium ingredients are used 

in cell-based foods, and examine necessary frameworks
II. Consider establishing an internationally led conference by Japan to shape the international market for cell agriculture, ensuring Japan's 

strengths in its food culture and technology in the medium to long term
III. Consider proactive measures and opportunities for cooperation between the public and private sectors to enhance communication and 

promotion for encouraging consumers' accurate understanding



②Policy recommendation 
about the regulatory 
framework 

We assume Japan’s local 
regulatory framework for 
“Gene Edited Foods” would 
be sufficient for the 
framework, 

Though we don’t actively 
propose it by using “gene 
editing framework”, but we 
are more focused on the 
importance of opening up the 
pre-consultation 
opportunities for developers  



Justifying cultivated food by 
interpreting FSL  



③Preparation of guideline 
(other than safety report, etc.)


